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very fervently Boiotian in spirit. With their famous past
and their still considerable territory, the Orchomenians
stood aloof in their inaccessible corner beyond the lake, and
are more than once found pursuing a policy directly opposite
to that of Thebes. Unlike most Boiotians, they took some
interest in trade and the sea, as their membership of the
Kalaurian amphiktyony betokens, and when in the seventh
centmy coinage was becoming common, they struck the
earliest coins in Boiotia, In pride in the fertility of their
land they chose as their crest an ear of corn ; but in the
interests of trade they cunningly made both this and the
irregular " incuse " mark on the reverse of their coins to
resemble the obverse and reverse of one of the most widely
respected coins of the day—the famous " tortoises " of Aigina.1
Indeed, while Boiotia was not split by a racial division
such as vexed Thessaly, its population was not by any
means entirely homogeneous. Along the Attic frontier,
too, it is not surprising to find such relics of the pre-Conquest
population as the clan of the Gephyraioi, which ultimately
retired from Tanagra to find a more congenial home in
Athens, taking with them their private family Mysteries
of the Earth-Goddess, Demeter the Sorrowful.2 At Plataia
indeed it is alleged that the whole population was of mainly
aboriginal stock,3 which might help to account for their
aloofness from their neighbours and attachment to their
Athenian alliance. But we need not try to account for the
internal troubles of Boiotia mainly on racial grounds. The
fact is that all the three " two-member constituencies " are
found at one time or another acting contrarily to Thebes,
usually with disastrous results to themselves 4 ; Orchomenos,
1 Hill (Historic Greek Coins, pp. 6-7) compares later coins of Phoenician
Solous in Sicily imitating those of Selinous, and of the Counts of Flanders
imitating English sterling,
a Hdt. v, 61 ;  cf. Str. ixr 404.
a Paus, ix» 1,12 ; cf. Thk. iii, 61 : *' P. was conquered by Boiotians later
than the rest of the country,"
* On Orchomenos, cf. Theokritos, xvi, 104-5. For Plataia, cf. the events
of the Persian and Peloponnesian wars; for Thespiai, those of the Persian
War, and Thk, iv» 188, vi, 95 j Xen., HelL, v», 3,1. Haliartos also refused to
Medize and was sacked in 480; Paus. ix, 32, 5.

